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MAKING COMPUTERS SMARTER

What's Real and What's Not
If any of these visions and predictions become reali-

ty (and some writers seem to be hurrying the future
considerably), it will be due in no small part to the ef-
forts of researchers in thefledgling field ofartificial in-
telligence. Only about 30 years old, AI has already
profoundly changed the way we work and think about
ourselves. It has also sparked a far-ranging and fre-
quently bitter philosophical debate.

■On the one hand are views from philosophers like
crt Dreyfus, who says, "Everybody's worrying
it artificial intelligence all the time, even though

it's not even a reality. I never saw so much effort
spent worrying about something that doesn't exist.

On the other side are views espoused by AI re-
searcher Edward Feigenbaum and science writer
Pamela McCorduck in their recent book, The\FifthGeneration: *4 "

WhaiC's offensive about thepredictions madeby artificial intelli-
gence researchers is the same thing that offends somepeople
about the ideaofartificial intelligence in thefirst place: thefact
that it exists. Undeniably, scientists are beginning to create in-
telligent machines whosepurpose is to amplify human intelli-
gence, a sortofscubagearthat willpermit the humanmind to go
where it hasn't gone before—perhaps, in the opinion, of some,
where it should not go.

There's a strong disagreement here that involves
fundamental issues: What is the nature of humankind
and how do we think? Are we some kind of advanced
mobile computer or something quite different? (See
Phil Bertoni's article "Nothing Artificial Please,"
page 107.) Do computers demonstrate the same kind
of intelligence humans have, or do computers instead
mimic certain capacities of human intelligence, ampli-
fying it as a microphone and speaker system amplify
the human voice?

Defining AI
TheHandbook ofArtificial Intelligence (Avron Barr

and Edward Feigenbaum, editors) describes artificial
intelligence as "the part of computer science coiF
cerned with designing intelligent computer systems,
that is, systems that exhibit the characteristics we
associate with intelligence in human behavior—under-
standing language, learning, reasoning, solving prob-
lems, and so on." Applications stemming from AI re-
search and spurring it on include speechsynthesis and
recognition, vision systems, knowledge engineering
(expert systems), computer translators, game-playing
systems (chess, checkers, and backgammon), and
robotics. .^

Most of the current research is carried out at Stan-
ford University and Stanford Research Institute
(SRI), Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. And the
Japanese have launched their much ballyhooed multi-
million-dollar state-sponsored crash program to
develop a so-called "fifth generation" computer with

Feigenbaum and McCorduck describe the next great
leap in technology:

The change from the speed of walking—aboutfour miles anhour—to the speed ofautomobiles—aboutfortymiles an hour—
wasan order-of-magnitudechange that, whileitdidn'trepresent
so very much in numbers, has transformed our lives utterly.
(The nextgreatorder-of-magnitudechange, from automobilesto
jetplanes that travelat bOO milesan hour, has madeequivalent
transformations in our lives.) This is central to what the
Japaneseplanfor their newgeneration ofcomputers: quantita-
tive changes in computing speed, power, and reasoning that
must make qualitative changes in our lives we can barelyfore-see. Asfor thecomputers that mostofus arefamiliar withright
now, they aren't horseless carriages. They're no more than
bicycles.

The Controversy
There's no question that we are in the throes of a

revolution, but it's sometimes difficult to see exactly
where we are headed. The basic assumption more or
less sharedby AI researchers has been that all impor-
tant human experience and intelligence will ultimately
be analyzed as a set of rules and principles. Given
enough time, research, computer power, and program-
ming sophistication, we will be able to givecomputers
the same abilities as humans and then improve on
them.

According to Marvin Minsky, a seminal AI thinker
and former head ofAI work at MIT, "Within a genera-
tion . . . few compartments of intellect will remain out-
side the machine's realm—theproblem of creating 'ar-
tificial intelligence' will be substantially solved." Min-
sky's vision has led some in the field of AI to say that
not only is it possible to create a machine version of
human intelligence but also that the human brain

But don't get the impression thatAI researchers all
belong to one happy family working toward one well-
defined goal. Among others, John Searle and HubertDreyfus, two philosophers at the University of
California at Berkeley, seriously question AI predic-
tions and assumptions. Citing philosophers, artists,
and psychologists throughout history, they argue that
humans really don't think like computers at all. To
give a computer real intelligence and understanding,
we'll need to give it the same deep knowledge of the
world that humans have—knowledge, Dreyfus says,
that is impossible to attain without a body, senses,and
emotions.

Taking this view one step further the Britishphilosopher J. R. Lucas wrote:

The conceptofaconscious being is, implicitly,realizedto be dif-ferentfrom that ofan unconscious object. In saying that a con-
scious being knows something, we are saying not only that he
knows it, but thatheknows that he knows it, and that he knows
that he knows that he knows it, and so on, as long as we care to
pose the question A machine can bemade in a manner of
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or not the Turing
testreally tests
for Intelligence Is
debatable,but it does
show that computers

have increased their
power to mimic
human capabilities

speaking to 'consider' its performance, but it cannot take this
'into account' without thereby becoming a different machine,
namely the old machine with a 'new part' added. But it is in-
herent in our idea ofa consciousmind that it canreflect upon
itself and criticize its ownperformance, and no extrapart is re-
quired to do this.

Whether the debate is puerile or profound, arid or
fruitful, the work in AI goes on. Al's success in highly
limited, well-definable situations that don't require
common sense or broad human kinds ofexperience of
the world have begun to make the field quite use-
ful—and profitable. AI application companies are
springing up all over. With names like Teknowledge,
Machine Intelligence, Intelligentics, and Cognitive
Systems, these new companies are seeking to revolu-
tionize theway America does its work.

Water Goats and Paranoids
In 1950, Alan Turing, often described as the father

of artificial intelligence, published a paper called
"Computing Machinery and Intelligence" in which he
sought to answer the question "Can machines think?"
Heproposed a method of testing a machine for think-
ing ability, now known as theTuring test. An indepen-
dent observer sits at a keyboard and poses questions
to a man and a computer in the next room. If the
observer cannot tell from the replies which is man and
which is machine, then the machine has passed the

Turing test for intelligence. A number of programs
have passed this test—for example, Parry, a program
that simulates a paranoid schizophrenic replying to
questionsfrom his psychotherapist.

Whether ornot the Turing testreally tests for intel-
ligence is, again, a philosophical issue,but it doesshow
that computers have dramatically increased their
power to mimic human capacities.

The '50s were a heady time for artificial intelligence,
a decadeofhigh hopes, big claims, and unexpectedset-
backs. The Department of Defense's Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (ARPA) funded a crash pro-
gram in machine translation partly in hopes that a
computer and software could be developed to trans-
late Soviet technical documents. The system worked
fine as a literal English-Russian dictionary but was
continually stymied by the rampant idioms and am-
biguities. When the system translated the term
"hydraulicram" into Russian andretranslated "water
goat," it only emphasized thefundamental problems in
machine translation. Theproject was eventually aban-
doned in the early '60s.

But many important advances arose out of computer
research during the '50s. From 1957 to 1962, John Mc-
Carthy, then at MIT, developed time-sharing, the sys-
tem by which a number of users on separate terminals
can log onto a single mainframe at the same time. Mc-
Carthy,who later became head of the artificial intelli-
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SomeKey Dates in the History ofAl
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premier language in artificial intelligence program-
ming. Because it allows computing with numbers and
other symbols and because theprogrammer uses linked
lists and lists of lists to build his program, LISP
offered greater efficiency in modeling reasoning and
other cognitive processes on a computer.

In the same period, Allen Newell and Herbert
Simon working at the Rand Corporation created their
program Logic Theorist, which proved theorems.
Among the most optimistic about computers' abilities
to perform intelligently, Newell and Simon predicted
that a computer would be chess champion of the world
in 10 years and would be able to create musical com-
positions of genius.

In 1964 Rand hired Hubert Dreyfus to review the
work in AI and give an opinion on whether it looked
significant and worth supporting. Dreyfus recalls that
heread all thepapers that Newell and Simon had writ-
ten and concluded: "It looked pretty fishy to me."

As a result of his review, he wrote a controversial
paper for Rand called "Alchemy and Artificial Intelli-
gence," which he expanded in the book What Com-
puters Can't Do. Dreyfus challenges AI thinkers' as-
sumption that all human intelligence, language, wis-
dom, creativity, and so on is governed by rules and
thus programmable. Dreyfus argues that all AI efforts
to simulate human intelligence are doomed to bog
down after a certain point as information files grow
overwhelming. Nowhereis this problem more evident
than in the natural language projects.

Dreyfus likens theAI endeavor to a man climbing a
tree to get to the moon: excellent progress is made at
thebeginning, but the project quickly gets harder and
soon peters out completely in the topmost branches.
Like the crusty Maine farmer giving directions tocity
slickers who have lost their way, Dreyfus seems to be
saying, "You can't get there from here."

Much of the history of AI programming so far tends
to back him up. Duplicating full human understanding
and common sense with computers and programs re-
mains extremely elusive. But in the pursuit of this
goal AI researchers have created powerful new com-
puting tools that are beginning to see widespread use
and have set powerful new disciplines into motion.

In the Lab
"Most of the tools that the computer professional

has come to expect as part of his or her interactive
computer environment originally came out of AI re-
search labs." So says Earl Sacerdoti, vice-president of
engineering ofMachine Intelligence Inc., a Sunnyvale,
California, firm that sells vision systems linked to pro-
grammable robot arms used for complex industrial
sorting tasks. Prior to cofounding Machine Intelli-
genceSacerdoti served as associate director of theAr-
tificial Intelligence Center at Stanford Research Insti-
tute. He echos a lament of many in the AI field: "By
the time the software applications using AI techniques

hit the streets, they aren't viewed as AI anymore;
people are calling it robotics and programmable auto-
mation and so on. So I don't call it artificial intelligence
anymore."

Pays it's the business of AI researchers to con-

■

push the limits of what's possible. Sacerdoti
trongly that much of today's computer tech-

nology owes a debt to the "wild-eyed AI guys" who
were willing to take on programs that were an order of
magnitude more complex than those with immediate
practical industrial applications. "You look at a flight
simulator or a lot of the programs for the Apollo proj-
ect and you'll find that they're not nearly so interre-
acting as a relatively small artificial intelligence pro-
gram that plans a path for a mobile robot through a
toyworld with ten rooms," he says.

"When he's not thinking about the next change in
his program, an AI researcher spends most ofhis time
making the system break—always looking justpast its
limits to what it can't do. The stuff you can't make it
do is the focus of the research and keeps the project
evolving," Sacerdoti says.

And what kinds of things does a wild-eyed AI guy
do?*For his thesis project at MIT Terry Winograd
taught a computer to play with colored blocks. In his
program SHRDLU, considered a classic AI program
in natural language, one can ask the program (in
English) to move blocks around the screen. The sys-
tem can answer questions about operations it per-
formed in the past and can learn new concepts like "a
cube with a pyramid on top of it is called 'steeple.' "Winograd's Blockworld is an excellent example of a
"limited domain" or highly restricted environment
that can be understood and controlled by a program.
AI workers have achieved their most notable suc-
cesses in limited domains, and Blockworld has been
used by a number of researchers to experiment with
computer models of human learning and planning.

Board games, with their clear-cut rules and bounds,
offer ready-made limited domains, and much of the
work in AI has been done with them. Out of the early
clunky programs that any child could beat have
evolved powerful programs that can compete atworld-
class levels. Mighty Bee, a backgammon program
written by Hans Berliner of Carnegie-Mellon, beat the
world champion in 1979. Artlrur~Samuels' checkers
program, because it can "learn"from experience, was
soon able to beat its creatorand currently plays at the
expert level.

The king ofboard games, chess, has received a lot of
attention from theAI community. The most powerful
chess program right now is Belle, developed at Bell
Laboratories by Ken Thompson and JoeCondon. Run-
ning on a computer especially designedfor chess play-
ing that gives it an ability toexamine 160,000positions
per second, Belle plays the game at the expert level
(just below master play).

Most game programs—and other kinds of AI pro-
grams—incorporate techniques called "backward
chaining" and "search trees." Belle, for example,
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assigns a numerical score to any given position and
then commences a search to determine its best possi-
ble move. It uses heuristics ("If this is the situation,
then do such and such") to determine which moves to
search in depth, and it can abandon a given search
when it discovers a better alternative.

Backward chaining is amethod ofrehearsing agiven
action by searching backward from a desired goal to
uncover the preconditions necessary to achieve that
goal. When theprogram determineshow to satisfy the
preconditions, it reverses itself and initiates the chain
that achieves the goal.

However, as David Waltz points out in his article in
the October 1982 issue of Scientific American, even
with relatively sophisticated searching techniques,
Belle plays chess in a way no human ever could or
would want to. A human generallyconsiders less than
100 positions before making a move. Belle, on the
other hand, whips through about 29 million positions
in three minutes of tournament play. Waltz cites this
as evidence that a computer's "intelligence" is based
on wholly differentprocesses from the human variety.

Exactly what is it that humans do when they con-
sider a move in a chess game? Some artificial intelli-
genceresearchers think that the hunches and strate-
gies ofmaster chess players actually result from some
sort of superfast searching and chaining techniques.
The brain works like the computer, and we just aren't

aware of it, theseresearchers contend

at sofast!" replies the curmudgeon ofAI, Hubert
us, and his chess-playing brother, Stewart. They

think that whatever it is a master player does is not
programmable on a digital computer and that even
faster and more powerful machines will not play much
better than Belle. Number crunching or "counting
out," as Dreyfus calls it,may have reached the limits
of its usefulness in the game of chess. If so, then the
current vogue of describing human thinking in terms
of "programs" and "data processing" may also be on
the way out. In a decadeor two we may consider such
terminology as quaint and vague as eighteenth-
century medical references to "humours" and
"vapours" in the body.

Talking to Your Computer
With blue work shirt and wiryblond hair pulledback

in a ponytail, Paul Martin of Stanford Research In-
stitute has just the look of the quintessential AI
hacker. A colleague refers to him as "the Willie
Nelson of natural language programming," and Mar-
tin enhances this aura by referring to his work as
"poundin' on the keyboard."

As he leads a visitor past robot arms, experimental
laser vision systems, and banks of whirring $80,000
LISP computers into the inner sanctum of the AI lab
at SRI, Martin describes theproject that has occupied
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much of his time for the last few years. He and several
other colleagues are close to unveiling their system
TEAM, otherwise known as Transportable English
database Access Medium.

The key word here is "transportable," which means
"a natural language (NL) processing system that is
constructed in a way that allows a domain expert
(rather than an AI or linguistics expert) to move the
system to a new application domain." The components
of the system sound intimidating: diamond parser con-
structorx functions, the parse tree, semantic trans-
lators, basic pragmatic functions, scope determiners,
schema translator, and so on. But the purpose of these
complex interacting programs is to vastly simplify
computer use. The system allows the database expert
to teach TEAM the terms, concepts, and relationships
in his database. With tutoring accomplished, anyone
can use TEAM to pose simple or complex questions
about the database, all in natural English.

By applying ideas and tools similar to the TEAM
system, Gary Hendricks and his company, Symantec,
may be among the first to create a sophisticated AI
product for personal computers. Hendricks, the
former head of the natural-language program at SRI,
has created a natural-language query system for in-
dividuals and companies who want toperform complex
maneuvers with their databases without needing to
know a programming language. The program is
designed to run on the IBM Personal Computer.-Unlike many so-called natural -language query
systems on the market today, the program should
allow users quite a bit of flexibility in how they ask
questions.

To adapt its product to the PC, Hendricks and Co.
had to translate its program from the convenient list
structures of the Interlisp programming language into
the inconvenient data structures of Pascal. Unlike
many so-called natural-language querysystems on the
market, the Symantec product should allow users
quite a bit of flexibilityin how they ask questions.

Capturing Expertise
Another exciting and promising development in AI

applications has been the recent evolution of knowl-
edge-engineering systems (also known as expert sys-
tems). These programs model the expertise and prob-
lem-solving skills of real-life experts. Researchers are
developing systems that perform a wide variety of
complex tasks such as planning experiments for
analyzing and synthesizing DNA (Molgen), creating
new designsfor microelectronic circuits (Eurisko), de-
veloping and debugging software (Programmers Ap-
prentice), and diagnosing meningitis and blood infec-
tions (Mycin), to name only a few.

One of the new knowledge-engineeringfirms is Tek-
nowledge ofPalo Alto, a company founded by Edward
Feigenbaum. Among otherprojects, Teknowledge has
developed a system for Elf Aquitaine, theFrench Na-
tional Oil company, that diagnoses oil-well drilling
problems and recommends corrective measures.

AI for Micros

genetics in Palo Alto, an excited visitor sits on the
edge of his chair whilevice-president TomKehler puts
his new program KEE (Knowledge Engineering En-
vironment) through its paces. He's using a mouse to
work magic on a big text graphics screen hooked up to
the company's powerful Xerox 1100. The mouse-con-
trolled arrowflies around the screen creating windows
in windows, stretching or shrinking them. While he
demonstrates the program, Kehler offers an explana-
tion of how an expert system does its stuff:

"The system uses what's called an object-oriented
computing environment where you associate both a
description of what the thing or concept is and a
description of how to use it in the same unit ofknowl-
edge. Both procedural and descriptive knowledge go
into the same 'object.' You communicate with this ob-
jectby sendingit messages. It's an ambassador model
of computing where you view a unit as containing
some expertise. Yousend it arequest to do something,
and if it understands the request, it carries it out."

Intelligenetics creates computational tools for mole-
cular genetics laboratories, but Kehler envisions
adaptingKEE or its offspring into a product for home
users—perhaps an interactive "intelligent encyclopedia."

"You'd be able to ask it why it made a particular
decision, explore its train of thought, and ask it for
alternatives. It would be able to use inference and
work with you to research a body of knowledge and
make cross-discipline connections," says Kehler.

One of thefew expert systems currently in everyday
use is PUFF, in operation at the Pacific Medical
Center in San Francisco. The system was developed
by JohnKunz, now working at Intelligenetics, and Dr.
Robert Fallat, who supplied the medical knowledge
and the reasoning behind the program's heuristics.
PUFF helps doctors diagnose respiratory disease,and
the system is right about 80 percent of the time, ac-
cording to Michael Snow, Technical Director of the
Pulmonary Function Lab at Pacific.

Datafrom the various pulmonary tests is fed direct-
ly into the system, whereit is evaluated immediately.
PUFF suggests new tests to be performed and then
updates its diagnosis with each succeeding test.

KEE and PUFF are only two of the many exciting
developments in expert systems, a burgeoning field
that promises powerful new tools for virtually every
form of work in America. Even Dreyfus is more
sanguine about expert systems than he is about other
forms of AI research:

"It works to capture theexpertise in fields like spec-
trograph analysis, blood disease diagnosis and other
domains that don't try to deal with common sense,
emotions, and everyday skills," Dreyfus says.

Like it or not, the fruits of AI research are going to
be a major factor in increasingpersonal power and ef-
fectiveness in the workplace. As Terry Winograd put
it, AI research will "help us bemore intelligent." □


